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PART 1
WARMING UP : ANSWER QUESTIONS

Let’s talk about the

WORLD
Conversation cards
How many countries are there in
the world?

How many continents are there?
Can you name them?

What is the capital of your
country?
What are the most important

Work in pairs and guess.

cities?
What are the biggest countries

What are the most populous

What are the smallest countries

in the world?

countries in the world?

in the world?

Make a top-5.

Make a top-5.

Make a top-5.

What are the most important

What are the most dangerous

How many countries have you

economies in the world?

countries in the world?

been to?

Brainstorm and discuss.

Why do you think so?

Which did you like most? What
did you like about it?

How many African countries can

What are the most important

Which countries would you most

you name?

problems the world is facing

like to visit?

Work in a group and don’t use an

nowadays? Discuss.

Why?

atlas.
How can we make the world a

Do you think everyone should live

What country would you like to

better place to live in?

in their own country?

live in?

Brainstorm and discuss

Explain why.

immigration.
What could be the next country

Which countries are currently at

What does globalization mean to

to be created or declare

war (or have border conflicts)?

you and how has it affected the

independence?
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Match countries and capitals.
Find them on the world map.
1

USA

a

Wellington

2

Canada

b

Paris

3

Russia

c

London

4

Malaysia

d

New Delhi

5

Australia

e

Washington DC

6

China

f

Ottawa

7

UK

g

Moscow

8

Japan

h

Buenos Aires

9

France

i

Kuala Lumpur

10

Argentina

j

Canberra

11

India

k

Tokyo

12

New Zealand

l

Beijing
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WARMING UP 2 : VOCABULARY BUILDING

This worksheet has news headlines taken from different online media sources. Pay attention to the vocabulary used in
newspapers. Try to learn the key words defined next to each headline. Do a multiple-choice test on page 3.

1billion UK aid goes to the
world's most corrupt
countries

aid - money, food, etc.
that is sent to help
countries in difficult
situations

Terrorist Attacks Prompt
The U.S. To Issue
Worldwide Travel Alert
Ten reasons to donate to
our mental health appeal

alert - a warning of
danger or of a problem

Tesco set to axe 10,000
jobs
Ukraine: 13 killed in fight
with Russia-backed rebels

appeal - an urgent and
deeply felt request for
money, help or
information
axe - to remove
somebody from their job
back - to give help or
support to
somebody/something

21 killed in Shikarpur blast blast - an explosion or a

China indicts Jackie
Chan’s son on drug charge
A drink a day 'cuts heart
disease risk by a fifth'
researchers claim
Hindu-Muslim clash in
northern India, 4 Muslims
killed

powerful movement of
air caused by an
explosion
charge - an official claim
made by the police that
somebody has committed
a crime
claim - to say that
something is true
although it has not been
proved and other people
may not believe it
clash - a short fight
between two groups of
people

Charlie Hebdo shooting:
World leaders condemn
attack in Paris

condemn - to express
very strong disapproval
of somebody/something,
usually for moral reasons

Efforts being made to

curb - to control or limit
something, especially
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curb child begging

something bad

Police detain man armed
with knife outside
Parliament House in
Canberra

detain - to keep smb in
an official place, such as
a police station, a prison

Sydney double murder
accused to face court

face - if you face a
particular situation, or
it faces you, you have to
deal with it
hit - to reach a particular
level

British unemployment hits
new six-year low
Russia’s new military
doctrine names NATO as
key risk
Japan to launch new spy
satellite

key - most important;
essential

Sydney siege victims
reveal details of
harrowing ordeal

ordeal - a difficult or
unpleasant experience

Australia PM to fight
party vote to oust him

oust - to force somebody
out of a job or position of
power, especially in order
to take their place
pledge - a serious
promise

Saudis pledge allegiance
to new king

launch - to send smth
such as a spacecraft,
weapon, etc. into space

India proposes special
police units to probe
crimes against women

probe - to ask questions
in order to find out secret
or hidden information
about
somebody/something

Majority of Kenyans want
Raila Odinga to quit
politics

quit - to stop doing
something

Afghan police killed in
Taliban raid

raid - a short surprise
attack

False-gunman warning
panics Los Angeles airport
passengers

scare - a situation in
which a lot of people are
anxious or frightened
about something
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Vancouver police seek
witnesses to stabbing

seek - to look for
something/somebody

Ukraine ceasefire agreed
at Belarus talks

talks - formal discussions
between governments or
organizations

Vandals target Jewish
cemetery in Germany

target - to aim an attack
or a criticism at
somebody/something

Putin visits Hungary’s
Orban despite East-West
Ukraine tensions

tensions - a situation in
which the fact that there
are different needs or
interests causes
difficulties
urge- to advise or try
hard to persuade
somebody to do
something

Scientists urge action on
obesity in women to cut
risks to babies
Obama, Danish leader
vow to fight terrorism

vow - to make a formal
and serious promise to do
something or a formal
statement that is true

Circle the right answer

1. Some shoppers were injured in the _______________ outside the
supermarket.
a) curb
b) blast
c) vow
2. The Prime Minister issued a statement _____________the killings.
a) condemning
b) quitting
c) curbing
3. Helen played a _____________ role in the discussion.
a) clash
b) key
c) axe
4. The rebels finally managed to ________ the government from power.
a) axe
b) clash
c) oust
5. The actor didn't like the media ________ into his past.
a) probing
b) ousting
c) pledging
6. They ____________eternal love to each other.
a) probed
b) faced
d) vowed
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7. We have just started playing. We're not going to _______ now.
a) face
b) quit
c) probe
8. We are currently ____________ new ways of attracting skilled staff.
a) seeking
b) quitting
c) ousting
9. _________ broke out between police and demonstrators.
a) Blasts
b) Clashes
c) Talks
10. The climbers _____________ harsh weather conditions.
a) faced
b) probed
c) ousted

ACTIVITIES
1. Reading

News Item Text
Definition
“News items is a text that informs the readers about newsworthy or important events of the
day.”
Purpose
“The purpose of news item text is to inform the readers about newsworthy or important
events of the day.”
Generic Structure





Main Event/Newsworthy Event: adalah berita utama, bagian yang menceritakan
ringkasan dari suatu kejadian atau peristiwa penting yang terjadi.
Background Event/Elaboration: menceritakan secara rinci latar belakang kejadian
atau peristiwa yang terjadi, siapa yang terlibat, dimana dan bagaimana peristiwa
terjadi.
Source: bagian terakhir dari struktur news item text, merupakan sumber berita bisa
berupa pernyataan narasumber, komentar saksi, pendapat para ahli, atau pernyataan
dari pihak terkait dari suatu peristiwa.
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Example
Earthquake aftershock hits Nepal and India, magnitude 6.7
A strong earthquake aftershock struck India and Nepal on Sunday, shaking buildings in New
Delhi and triggering an avalanche in the Himalayas.
The United States Geological Survey said the tremor was 6.7 magnitude, less than the 7.9
quake that struck the region on Saturday killing at least 1,900 people.
“Another one, we have an aftershock right now,” Indian mountaineer Arjun Vajpai told
Reuters by telephone from base camp on Mount Makalu, 20 km (12 miles) from Everest.
Screams and the sound of an avalanche could be heard over the phone line Vajpai was
speaking on. At Everest base camp, Romanian climber Alex Gavan tweeted that the
aftershock had set off three avalanches.

2. WRITING
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Info
Newspaper headlines, in authentic newspapers especially, have their own
language.
First, headlines in English language newspapers are usually short and they
thus tend to leave out all the inessential words, such as articles and auxiliary
verbs. Because of that, headlines use short words wherever possible, rather
than long ones. Sometimes, of course, the very briefness of headlines makes
them ambiguous and difficult for the English language learners to
understand.
Second, journalists use a variety of techniques in order to attract and keep
the reader’s attention. Some of them are pun (play on words), alliteration or
rhyme.

1. Read these examples of newspaper headlines and match them with
the techniques used.

Wenger off the hook over referee rant
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Police hold teen over kidnap
and murder of young mum

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Omission of articles;
Passive sentences written without the auxiliary verbs;
Present Simple used for a completed action;
Infinitive used for future actions;
Leaving out the words which can be guessed from the text;
Punctuation used to add new meaning;
Preposition change: in = involved in; over = about, because of; for = in favour
of

2. Look at these headlines. What do they actually mean? Write full
sentences.

1

At least 16 dead in China bus crash
2

Sick pet killer who microwaved
friend's cat jailed
3

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
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3. Make headlines for these articles
a) Can you believe these celebrities are the same age?
b) Thousands of dead fish washed up on a beach in Norway
c)

Concerns have been raised about the public availability of proposed security
measures for the Kensington Palace
a) _________________________
b) _________________________
c) _________________________

4. Write headlines for these articles
____________________________________

____________________________________

Blackbirds have fallen dead from the sky in
Beebe, Arkansas, for the second New Year's
Eve in a row.Television station KATV showed
a radar image that it said showed a large
mass over Beebe a few hours before
midnight on Saturday.The Little Rock station
reported that hundreds of birds had died.

A man has been banned from having a dog
for three years after his six-month-old
Labrador puppy got drunk on vodka and
coke.Matthew Cox, 26, had been at home
drinking with his flatmate on August 22
when he put his drink down on the floor
and went outside to smoke.
When he came back in he realised his black

Read
more: http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weirdworld/2012/01/01/blackbirds-fall-dead-from-thesky-for-second-new-year-s-eve-in-a-row-11587523672371/#ixzz1ifORDIMd

puppy, Max, had swallowed the contents of
the glass, which was made up of one quarter
vodka and three quarters coke

Read
more: http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weirdworld/2012/01/04/man-whose-puppy-got-drunkon-vodka-and-coke-banned-from-having-a-dogfor-three-years-11587523679684/#ixzz1ifPDSenR
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3. LISTENING

 The Earthquake

[Complete the sentences]

1.
2.
3.
4.

The earthquake hit Japan on …………………… .
It registered a magnitude of ……………………. .
That makes it the most powerful quake to hit Japan in at least ……………………. years.
There were reports over the weekend that the quake moved the main island of Japan by
………….... feet.
5. Scientists in Japan say that there's a strong chance of another quake, one with a
magnitude of ………….... or higher, hitting in the next few days.

 The Tsunami [Answer the questions]
6. Which part of the country was most affected by the tsunami?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
7. What is a tsunami? (according to the program)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. How fast can a tsunami travel?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
9. How far away did the tsunami travel before it reached the California coast?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
10. What effect did the tsunami have on the boats at Santa Cruz, California?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

 The Prime Minister’s statement
11. What expression did Japan’s Prime Minister use to describe the impact of this
earthquake?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
12. How is the government planning to save electricity until the power plants are repaired?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
13. According to the Prime Minister, what is Japan’s main goal right now?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

 The Fukushima nuclear plant
14. What is nuclear fission?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
15. How many reactors were running in the nuclear plant when the quake hit?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
16. What caused the failure of the back-up generators (according to experts)?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
17. What could happen if too much radiation gets out of the reactor?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

 The world is coming to Japan’s aid
18. How many countries have offered to help?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
19. Name three international aid groups which are also getting involved.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Video and transcript links
http://www.cnn.com/video/#/video/education/2011/03/13/sn.0314.cnn
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjmoaVnZbsY
http://www.cnn.com/2011/US/studentnews/03/13/transcript.mon/index.html

4. WRITING / SPEAKING
WRITING

BEFORE YOU WRITE THINK OF AN INTERESTING EVENT,
FOR EXAMPLE, A SCHOOL COMPETITION, A PARTY, A
TRIP, A CELEBRATION.
FILL IN THE INFORMATION

Reason for the event

………………………………….

When and where it took place ………………………….
Who was there

……………………………………………….

What they did

……………………………………………….

The result was

………………………………………………….

What happened in the end ………………………………..

Use the information in the above box to write the report.
Organize your ideas into paragraphs according to the plan below:

Paragraph 1
The background to
the event

Paragraph 2

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Where,
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
event too place.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Who was involved

Paragraph 3

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The result of the
event
Was it successful?

USEFUL LANGUAGE:
Apparently,…………..
The students/ People decided to …….
They agreed that ……… /to …….
It was held on …………
As a result, ……
It was a great success.

Check your writing before hand it to the teacher.


Contains facts in chronological order.



Provides information that answer the
questions.



Uses connectors of cause and effect.
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ENGLISH CONVERSATION WORKSHEET
FOR GRADE X

A.

SUMMARY
RECOUNT TEXT
- PURPOSE : to retell or tell past event or past experience.
- GENERIC STRUTURE
1. Orientation : tell about the character in the story and also the setting where the occur .
2. Events : tell about the series situations or events experienced by the characters.
3. Reorientation : ending of the story. Usually added with the writers personal opinion.

B. EXERCISE
Make a recount text based on the picture series
above and the criteria below:

The story should mention the generic structure of recount text
Must at least consist of 100 words
Using past tense
Using correct time sequence / signal

Memorize the story, record it using mobile
phone etc then send the video/ recording
through Edmodo account .
Arranged by Duvis Nava Y.O.A
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